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Classification of Waves

Impulsive  Patterns-(Basic 
Waves)  - In this pattern there 
will  be 3 or 5 waves in a given 
direction  (going  upward  or 
downward).  These  waves  shall 
move  in  the  direction  of  the 
ba s ic  mo vement .  Thi s 
movement  can  indicate  bull 
phase or bear phase.

C o r re c t i v e  Pa t t e r n s- 
(Reaction  Waves)  -  These  3 
waves  are  against  the  basic 
d i rect ion  o f  the  ba s ic 
movement.  Correction involves 
correcting the earlier rise in case 
of bull market and fall in case of 
bear  market.  As  shown  in  the 
following diagram waves 1, 3 and 
5  are  directional  movements, 
which  a re  separated  or 
corrected by wave 2 & 4, termed 
as corrective movements.

Security Analysis

Fundamental AnalysisFundamental analysis is a method of evaluating a security in an attempt to measure its intrinsic value, by examining 
related economic, financial and other qualitative and quantitative factors.

Technical Analysis is a method of share price movements based on a study of price graphs or charts on 
the assumption that share price trends are repetitive.

Factors affecting 
Industry Analysis

1. Product Life Cycle

2. Demand Supply Gap

3. Barriers to entry for new players

4. Government Attitude

5. State of competition in the industry

6. Cost Conditions and Profitability

7. Technology and research

Regression Analysis

Input/Output Analysis

Investor diagnoses the factors determining the 
demand  for  output  of  the  industry  through 
product  demand  analysis.  Factors  to  be 
considered  are  GNP,  disposable  income,  per 
capita  consumption /  income,  price  elasticity 
of  demand.  For  identifying  factors  affecting 
demand,  statistical  techniques  like  regression 
analysis and correlation are used.

Techniques used in 
Industry Analysis

It  reflects  the  flow of  goods  and  services 
through the economy, intermediate steps in 
production process  as  goods  proceed from 
raw  mater i a l  s t a ge  through  f ina l 
consumption.  This  is  carried out  to detect 
changing patterns/trends indicating growth/
decline of industries.

Factors affecting 
Company Analysis

1. Net Worth and 
Book Value

2. Sources and 
Uses of Funds

3. Cross- Sectional 
and Time Series 
Analysis

4. Size and 
Ranking of the 
company

5. Growth Record

6. Financial 
Analysis

7. Competitive 
Advantage

8. Quality of 
Management

9. Corporate 
Governance

Correlation & Regression Analysis

Trend Analysis

Decision Tree Analysis

Techniques used in 
Company Analysis

3 Movements 

1. Primary Movement - is the main 
trend of the market, which lasts 
from one year to 36 months or 
longer. This trend is commonly 
called bear or bull market.

2. Secondary Movement - of the 
market is shorter in duration than 
the primary movement, and is 
opposite in direction. It lasts from 
two weeks to a month or more.

3. Daily Movement - are the narrow 
movements from day-to-day.

Principals  

1. Market discounts everything

2. The 3-trend market

1. Uptrend

2. Sideways Trend

3. Downtrend

3. The 3-Phases of primary trend

1. Accumulation Phase

2. Public Participation Phase 

3. Panic phase (Excess Phase)

4. Market indexes must confirm each 
other

5. Volume must confirm trend

6. Trend remains in effect until clear 
reversal occurs.

Theory 

1. El liot  found  that  the  markets 
exhibited certain repeated patterns 
or waves. As per this theory wave is 
a  movement  of  the  market  price 
from one change in the direction to 
the  next  change  in  the  same 
direction.

2. These  waves  are  resulted  from 
buy ing  and  se l l ing  impul ses 
emerging  from  the  demand  and 
supply pressures on the market.

1. Prices of shares in stock market can 
never be predicted.

2. The reason is that the price trends 
are not the result of any underlying 
factors, but that they represent a 
statistical expression of past data.

3. There may be periodical ups or 
downs in share prices, but no 
connection can be established 
between two successive peaks (high 
price of stocks) and troughs (low 
price of stocks)

1. EMH states  that  it  is  impossible 
for  an  investor  to  outperform the 
market  as  the  available  price 
sensitive  information  are  already 
included in the market price of the 
securit ies .  And  thus  investor 
cannot  purchase  the  securities 
which are undervalued and sell it at 
inflated price.

2. EMH  explains  that  investor  can 
earn higher returns only by having 
riskier assets in her (his) portfolio.

Markets Have No Memory

Market Prices are Fair

Read the Entrails

Limited Information 
Processing Capabilities.

Irrational Behaviour

Monopolistic Influence

3 Lessons

3 Challenges

3 Forms 

Form Past 
Information

Public 
Information

Private 
Information

Weak Form ✔

Semi 
Strong 
Form

✔ ✔

Strong 
Form

✔ ✔ ✔

Serial 
Correlation 

Test

Filter 
Rules 
Test

Run Test
Test to Verify 
Weak Form of 

Market Efficiency

Breadth  
Index 

1. It is an index that covers all securities traded. 

2. It is computed by dividing the net advances or declines in the 
market by the number of issues traded. 

3. The breadth index either supports (technical strength) or 
contradicts(weakness) the movement of the Dow Jones Averages

Volume of 
Transactions

1. The volume of shares traded in the market provides useful clues 
on how the market would behave in the near future.  

2. It may signal a bull market or bear market.

Confidence 
Index

1. It is supposed to reveal how willing the investors are to take a 
chance in the market. It is the ratio of high-grade bond yields to 
low-grade bond yields.  

2. A rising confidence index is expected to precede a rising stock 
market, and a fall in the index is expected to precede a drop in 
stock prices. 

3. A fall in the confidence index represents the fact that low-grade 
bond yields are rising faster or falling more slowly than high 
grade yields.

1. The relative strength concept suggests that the prices of some 
securities rise relatively faster in a bull market or decline more 
slowly in a bear market than other securities i.e. some securities 
exhibit relative strength. 

2. Investors will earn higher returns by investing in securities which 
have demonstrated relative strength in the past. 

3. Relative strength can be measured in several ways.  

1. Calculating rates of return and classifying those securities 
with historically high average returns as securities with high 
relative strength is one of them. 

2. Even ratios like security relative to its industry and security 
relative to the entire market can also be used to detect 
relative strength in a security or an industry.

Relative 
Strength 
Analysis 

Odd Lot 
Theory

1. This theory is a contrary - opinion theory. 

2. It assumes that the average person is usually wrong and that a 
wise course of action is to pursue strategies contrary to popular 
opinion. 

3.The odd-lot theory is used primarily to predict tops in bull 
markets, but also to predict reversals in individual securities.

Market 
Indicators 

Gap

Head & 
Shoulders Triangle Flags & 

PennantsWedge Double 
Bottom

Double Top

Channel

Interpreting 
Price Patterns

1. Value of stock depends 
on the supply and 
demand for a stock.

2. The supply and 
demand is actually 
governed by several 
factors.

3. Stock prices move in 
trends which continue 
for a substantial period 
of time

4. Technical analysis 
relies upon chart 
analysis rather than the 
information in the 
financial statements

Assumptions 

Technical Analysis

The market discounts 
everything

Price moves in trends

History tends to repeat 

Principles Theories 

1. A support level is a level where the price tends to find 
support as it falls. This means that the price is more likely 
to "bounce" off this level rather than break through it.

2. A resistance level is the opposite of a support level. It is 
where the price tends to find resistance as it rises. Again, 
this means that the price is more likely to "bounce" off 
this level rather than break through it.

Support & 
Resistance Level

Line Chart Bar Chart

Point & Figure 
Chart

Candlestick 
Chart

Charts 

1. Growth Rates of National Income 
and Related Measures

2. Growth Rates of Industrial Sector

3. Inflation 

4. Monsoon

Factors affecting 
Economic Analysis

Techniques used in 
Economic Analysis

Anticipatory Surveys

Leading 
Indicator

Roughly 
Coincidental 

Lagging 
Indicator

Barometer/Indicator Approach

Forecast GNP based on  
1. consumption 

expenditure,  
2. gross private 

domestic 
investment,  

3. government 
purchases of goods/
services,  

4. net exports.

Forecast GNP based 
on  
1. political stability,  
2. rate of inflation,  
3. rate of interest 
4. economic & fiscal 

policies of 
government 

Compare 

Economic Model Building 
Approach

It  incorporates  exper t  op in ion  on 
construction activities,  expenditure on plant 
and machinery, levels of inventory – all having 
a definite bearing on economic activities. Also 
future spending habits of consumers are taken 
into account.

Economic Analysis Industry Analysis Company Analysis

Company analysis is a process 
carried out by investors to 
evaluate securities, collecting info 
related to the company’s profile, 
products and services as well as 
profitability. This requires careful 
examination of the company's 
quanti tat ive and qual i tat ive 
fundamentals.

An assessment has to be made 
regarding all the conditions and 
factors relating to demand of the 
particular product, cost structure of 
the industry. Since the basic 
profitab i l i ty o f any company 
depends upon the economic 
prospects of the industry to which it 
belongs, an appraisal of the 
particular industry's prospects is 
essential.

Macro- economic factors are to 
be assessed while analyzing the 
overall economy. and quantitative 
factors. Trends in peoples’ 
income and expenditure reflect 
the growth of a par t icu lar 
industry/company in future. 
Consumption affects corporate 
profits, dividends and share 
prices in the market.

Dow Jones 
Theory

Elliot Wave 
Theory

Random 
Walk Theory

Efficient 
Market 

Hypothesis

Data 
Analysis 

AMA EMA

Run Test

EMA=[CP x e]+[Previous EMA x (1-e)] 

CP = Current Closing Price,

e=exponent in decimals

Moving Averages
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I think if you do something and 
it turns out pretty good, then 

you should go do something else 
wonderful, not dwell on it for 

too long. Just figure out what’s 
next.

Here’s to the crazy ones — the 
misfits, the rebels, the 

troublemakers, the round pegs in 
the square holes. The ones who 
see things differently — they’re 
not fond of rules. You can quote 

them, disagree with them, glorify 
or vilify them, but the only thing 

you can’t do is ignore them 
because they change things. They 
push the human race forward, and 
while some may see them as the 

crazy ones, we see genius, 
because the ones who are crazy 
enough to think that they can 

change the world, are the ones 
who do.

Old 
Syllabus

New 
Syllabus
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